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ABSTRACT

Itt-twu uonséCüLlve papers v?g~m.udy »hu stabTTity of iilauK llpld-

films- against thermally ±nàticeé-~*ryàroayi!SiKlc~~£IücZüàtZons~-Swe--

that, in fhr prrnrnti port—-m—rtnrrlnp a semiphenòmenological

theory of steric repulsion in these films/. The model employs

the statistical mechanical formulation of the van der Waals

theory of simple liquid-vapour interfaces;it is based on the

picture that upon diminishing the film thickness the adjacent

interfacial layers start overlapping in the film center raising

the degree of orientation of the hydrocarbon segments present

there» This fact causes a mutual repulsion of the two film

surfaces. The general order parameter profile is found to de-

pend on two parameters which are fixed by means of the results

of an experiment which recorded the repulsive force as a function

of film thickness.'^^

Key-words: Black lipid films, steric repulsion; Lipid chains

orientational order; Interfacial order parameter in lipid films
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I. INTRODUCTION

While already a considerable amount of experimental and theo-

retical work on the hydrodynamics of soap films has accumulated " ,

the large scale dynamics of its topological counterpart, the lipid

film (LF), has been the research community's stepchield for a

long time; only scarce data on this topic exist up to date 4~6,

On a first glance the situation surprises somewhat since black

LF have been employed amply to simulate the so called lipid
Q

bilayer membrane (LBM), a film of biological relevance . Yet/

the experimental and theoretical research interest for the macro-

scopic behaviour of pure lipid films has been or still is, respec-

tively, exhausting itself mainly in establishing their phase
9 1O

diagrams and studying the corresponding phase transitions '
We believe that the vistas are open for dynamical studies of LF.

The present series of papers tries to lay the foundations for a

dynamic theory of LBM

called hydrodynamics).

dynamic theory of LBM on the hydrodynamic scale (henceforth

Black LF are formed ' b y introducing a small amount of lipid

solutions onto the opening of a hydrocarbon support immersed

in aqueous solution. First the film appears coloured implying

a film thickness of the order of 0.1 - 1 urn. Its bulk pnase

consists of a hydrocarbon solution sandwiched between two layers

of surface adsorbed lipids. The surfactant layers take advantage

of the amphiphilic character of the lipid molecules: their polar

head groups face the aqueous phase while their hydrocarbon chains

point into the hydrophobic film interior.
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Under suitable conditions,the coloured film begins to drain

while colour bands indicate /arying thickness across the film.

The bands increase in breadth and width until finally the appear-

ance of "black spots" signals the beginning oz the formation of

the black film. Then the chain ends of lipids belonging to adjacent

surface layers start interacting (indirectly) with each other effect-

ing a stabilization of the LF at the quasi bimolecular thickness of the
o

order of 60 A.

The majority of theoretical papers on the hydrodynamics of thin

films up to date -5'12'13' employs the DLVO picture 14 and the

film stability relies on the presence of overlapping diffuse

layers in the film. The diffuse layers of LF extend into the

disjoint aqueous bulk phases while the hydrocarbon bulk is free

of charge. Thus within the framework of the theories mentioned

above, LF would collapse or brea!'. up into bubbles, respectively/

under the action of the van der Waals forces being the more

effective the thinner the film is. This iy at variance with

experiment which encounters stable LF of small thickness. Thus

a repulsive mechanism is called for which stabilizes black LF.

To our knowledge in the context of hydrodynamics there has been

only one previous theoretical attempt to introduce a stabilizing

mechanism,by means of a film elasticity . Yet, the phenomeno-

logical theory was aimed at describing more complex films with

proteins incorporated and the microscopic origin of the elasti-
i

city was not borne out. It is the purpose of part I of our
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publication to formulate a (semiphenomenological) model of the

repulsion in black LF based on our present microscopic under-

standing of LBM. This understanding arose from detailed experi-

mental and theoretical investigations of well defined lipid

mono - and bilayers.

The bulk of theoretical work on the microscopies of lipid mono-

and bilayers has been concerned with the gel to liquid crystalline

transition which is of secondary interest here. In the present

17 18context we call the reader's attention to the theory of Gruen's ''''"

"expressis verbis" aimed at modeling the state of the lipid

chains well above the thermal phase transition, in the region of

19biological relevance.Refs.(17,18)employ Marcelja's model in

which a single chain of a lipid molecule is embedded in a mean-

field which simulates the average behaviour of the other chains.

Gruen refines this model: i) he allows for a spatially varying

mean field; ii) he describes in more detail the hydrocarbon-

water interface as well as the influence of the headgroups; Hi) he

allows alkane chains (solvent) to exist in the hydrophobic core

of the membrane - this fact suits well our purpose of extending

our recent hydrodynamic theory of coloured films to the regime

of black IX and finally to LBM. The calculated order parameter

profile along the hydrocarbon chain accommodates well the experimen-

tal data 16'20. The author computed also the order parameter profile

across LF which will serve as the central quantity in our theory.



The systems under consideration are very complex many body systems.

The host of the microscopic studios of the statics of lipid systems

supports the impression that it Ls hard imagining any realistic

bilayer model to be accessible to an analytical treatment without

excessive computer processing. This must hold true even wore for

the dynamics. Py choosxnej length and time scales sufficiently

coarse (hydrodynamics!) the theoretical effort may be reduced.

Still modeling the dynamics remains a formidable task. On the

other hand a purely phenomonological treatment with adjustable

parameters bears the danger that a subsequent microscopic model

may not bet able to assign a strict physical meaning to the para-

meters involved. In the present paper we will develop an analytical

scmiphenomeno1og ica1 theory of repulsion. Its general formulation

follows along the lines of the statistical mechanical formulation

21-23
of the- van der Waals theory of liquid-vapour interfaces

In detail*in Section II we recall two experiments and their theo-

retical interpretation which will help us formulating our model.

We will also introduce an interpretation from the point of view

of interfacial physics thus anticipating in words the formal

theory put forward in Section III. Of basic interest for the

latter Section in the Appendix which for our case establishes

the equivalence of an order parameter theory with that of a binary

liquid film. This correspondence is used in Section III to exploit

the molecular theory of liquid vapour interfaces for deriving

the repulsive disjoining pressure accessible to experiment. In

Section IV we conclude this paper.
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II. Real and Computer Experiments; Their Hints

In this Section we want to discuss two types of real experiments16»24

which will make us to propose a specific theoretical model in

Section III. This model will exhibit two parameters which are

being fixed by means of the quantitative results of Ref. (24).

24

In their experiment, Andrews, Manev, and Haydon applied an elec-

trical potential across different types of optically black films

thus subjecting them to a large compressive force. They report

that most of the films became significantly thinner presumably due

to a squeezing-out process of solvent naturally present when form-

ing the films. The authors measured the specific capacitance C of

the film as a function of the applied po ential V related in a

simple manner to the electrically active film thickness &Q. Thus
25

they could derive the magnitude of the steric repulsion employ-

ing the following scheme: At equilibrium , the forces per unit

area (pressure!) due to the London-van der Waals interaction (F^),

the applied cross film potential (Fg), and the steric interaction

(F ) balance each other, i.e.,

FL + Fe * Ps

with

P. = -H/6*h3 (2a)
u

Fe * -CV
2/2ie . (2b)
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Here H is the Hamaker constant and h is the total film thickness

given by h • (A • 5fi) nm with A being the diameter of the polar

head group of the lipid forming the film. The specific capacitance C

is related to 6fi via C « e Q e/$e wl

of the hydrocarbon bulk (e ^ 2.1).

is related to ôfi via C = cQ e/&e where e is the dielectric constant

All the quantities appearing in Eqs. (2) are accessible to experi-

ment. The steric repulsion pressure is thus determined by

P s « <IV6h
3) • (CV2/2 6 e). (3)

A typical experimental result for F_ as a function of h is shown
s

24
in Fig. 1 . We note the steep rise of the steric repulsion even

more pronounced in some other types of film. The important con-

clusion of the authors of this experiment is: A very small overlap

of lipid chains belonging to adjacent monolayers ("surfactant"

layers) at very small segment concentration generates a repulsive

force sufficient to stabilize the film.

In the foregoing experiment the integral static behaviour of LF

was probed. The exact nature of the lipid conformation and dynamics

was immaterial. In recent years, however, experiments emphasized

the significance of phospholipid conformation for the organization

of biological membranes .

The method of deuterium nmr contributed fundamentally to our

modern view of the individual behaviour of a lipid molecule or

parts of it, respectively, in the environment provided by a membrane*



In this experiment, deuterium is introduced at a specific site of

the phospholipid molecule either via chemical synthesis or by

means of chemical incorporation. Selected substitution of ^H by

H does not perturb the natural arrangement of the molecule in

the membrane and the small natural abundance of H (0.06 %) makes

the *H nmr signal to be immediately assigned to the deuterium

labelled site.

The characteristic quantity measured in this experiment is the

deuterium quadrupole splitting A vQ. The splitting is proportional to

the deuterium order parameter Sp_, i.e.,

* VQ * SCD * \ < 3 2

where G denotes the instantaneous angle between the CD-bond of a

selectively deuterized lipid hydrocarbon chain with the direction

of the applied magnetic field, usually aligned in the direction

of the bilayer normal.

Fig. 2 shows a typical order profile of a lipid bilayer (solid

dots) in the fluid state above the transition temperature Tc , i.e./

it depicts the order parameter SCD as a function of the number

20
of the c atom involved in the CD-bond . Apart from a zig-zag

structure at the carbon atoms 2-4,the order parameter is found to

be relatively constant in a large region at the beginning of the chain

(carbon atoms 2-9) and decreases subsequently towards the methyl

terminal . Also shown is the theoretical calculation (circles)
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based on a mean field picture agreeing well with experiment.

In addition to these order profiles down the chain, the Figure

displays also the profile across the bilayer (smooth continuous

curves), i.e.,as a function of the position in the bilayer. Quali-

tatively, though less pronounced, a similar behaviour is found:

The order prevailing close to the membrane surface and continuing

into an extended plateau region decays (slowly) towards the center

of the membrane.

We point out that experiment and theory, respectively, of Figure 2

hold strictly only for bilayers without solvent. The theory, how-

ever, was recently extended to bilayers containing hydrocarbon

18
solvent and a behaviour of the order parameter qualitatively

similar to that in the solvent-free film was predicted. The only

major change was reported for the film center where, depending on

the type of solvent and the film thickness, in most cases nearly

complete disorder (order parameter identically zero) was met.

18
We state in words the physical picture which arose for black LP i

In a solventless LBM the lipid chains are packed closely to reduce

chain-water contact. They are preferentially oriented along the

normal of the plane of the bilayer in which plane the chains exert

a lateral pressure. In a membrane containing a very small amount

of alkane which is chemically similar to the lipid chains, the

volume fraction of lipid is high throughout the membrane. Hence, the

alkane chains present are subject to considerable lateral pressure
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and pack with similar properties to the surrounding lipid chains.

In a LF containing a substantial volume fraction of alkane the

only lipid chains present in the center are those which are fully

extended. In the fluid state only a small fraction of the lipid

chains is fully extended. The alkane chains in the outer regions

of the LF line up essentially parallel to the lipid chains» while

those in the center are almost completely disordered. Thus, at the

enter of such a film, the alkane chains sit in an environment

approachinq that of bulk liquid alkane. The lateral pressure acting

upon them must be smaller than for the chain segments nearer the

polar interfaces and they will be subject to forces similar to those

in liquid alkane. Altogether the chains (both lipid and alkane)

are in an essentially liquid state with no well defined interface

between opposing monolayers.

Let us analyse the problem from the point of view of interface

chemical physics. A single interface represents a hiohlv inhomogeneous

transition region between two different homogeneous bulk phases.

The anlsotropic interactions together with the nonuniform composition

in the interface give rise to a spatially varying free energy

density which beyond a certain "decay length" assuntes the constant

values of the homogeneous bulk phases on either side. A (planar)

symmetric film comprises two identical interfaces. As long as the

decay length of the lnterfacial inhomogenity is small compared to

the film thickness the van der Waals attraction of the external

phases across the film causes the film thickness to shrink (of.

discussion in Section I). From a thickness of the order of twice
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the decay length on,the interfacial inhoroogenities start over-

lapping in the film center thus raising the value of the free

energy density above its homogeneous value in the thick film. This

fact manifests itself in the appearance of repulsion between the

two fAlm surfaces.

From our preceding discussion it is obvious that for constant

pacKing density of the hydrocarbon segments, in our system the

interfacial inhomogenity in the film phase is related to the

hydrocarbon order: For thick films, the order close to the film

surface (head groups) "decays" into the isotropic segment orientation

prevailing in bulk hydrocarbon. Upon approaching the film surfaces

the order in the film center increases (cf. Fig. 3 in Ref.(11))

reducing the film entropy and thus raising the value of the free

energy density as expressed by the repulsive force measured in

Ref. (24).

In the next Section we model this intuitive picture.



III. Theoretical Model

The simplest example of a fluid interface is the one-component

liquid-vapour interface of simple (argon-like) fluids- Rather good

progress has been achieved in understanding this type of interface

on the basis of the statistical mechanics of non-uniform classical

fluids, more precisely, on the basis of the density functional

21 23formalism ' . Especially for systems exhibiting densities varying

slowly on a scale set by the range of molecular interactions» the

"gradient expansion approximation" has yielded many practical

23
results .

For complex interfaces like that in LF there is no simple statis-

tical mechanical theory relating the molecular properties to

macroscopic interfacial forces. Yet as argued in the Appendix/

to a good approximation the present problem can be mapped Into

the problem of solving for the density profiles of a binary liquid

comprised of "oriented" and "non-oriented patticles". The total

particle density in the map equals the hydrocarbon segment density

in the real LF. Approximately this density is constant across the

18film . Thus our problem is simplified even further to the case

of the liquid-vapour interface of a one-component system (cf.

Appendix) allowing us to employ the general ideas of the theory

of simple liquid interfaces mentioned above. The spatially varying

density in that theory corresponds to the concentration of the

oriented particles in our map; it is numerically identical to the

16 26
value of the order parameter density as measured in experiment '

or calculated numerically17"19.
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Henceforth we will therefore use the terms "order parameter density"

and "concentration of oriented particles" synonymously or speak

of the "density"/ respectively.

In the theory o£ nonuniform one-component fluids» the Helmholtz

free energy at fixed temperature is expressed as a definite inte-

gral of a local free energy density.

F = / d3r f (r) (5)

with

f Ir) * f^ <n(r)) + V , A(rsfr)) • <$n(r))2 . (6)
o

In Eq. (6) it is assumed that i) the <order parameter) density M r )

is sufficiently slowly varying in its spatial dependence on a scale

set by the interaction range/and ii) there is no external field

coupling to n (r). fQ (n(r)) is the local free energy density

of a uniform equilibrium system displaying density n(r). A (n) is

related to the direct correlation function C (r,n) of a uniform

•system having density n • n(r) by

A(n) * jp / d3r r2 C(r,n(r>) (7)
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The Ornstein-Zernike direct correlation function is derived from

the interaction part of the free energy

j

where ?i<jea^ i» the free energy of the system in absence of inter-

actions.

The equilibrium density nQ(r) arises from the minimum condition

for Eq. (5) plus the condition of constant total particle number.

The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation reads

<r)4 S£iai * i^n(r))2. (9)

u is the chemical potential of the inhomogeneous system. u_(n(r))

represents the chemical potential a homogeneous liquid of (constant)

density n-« n (r> would have, i.e.,

6 f o ( n )

iirt(n<r)) « -.Pw. • . (10)

The stress tensor derives from the condition of mechanical equi-
23

librium and reads

o(r) * -p<r) - I • H(r) (11)

with

p(r) * f. (n(r)) - w • n (r) U2a)
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and
• •*•
•+ •*• • + • * • • + • + -*• •*• •*•

n (r) - A(n) * {7 n (r)V n (r) - \ | V n ( r ) ) 2 • I ) (12b)

•*

with I being the 3d-unit tensor.

In principle the quantities fo(n(r)), A(n), 6fQ/6n (r) etc. can

be calculated given appropriate microscopic potentials, and Eg. (9)

can be solved for n(r) and the stress tensor Eq. (11) can be cal-

culated.

Based on Eq. (9) we now want to derive the order parameter profile

for the film system, for that we assume the film normal to be par-

allel to the* z-axis of our Cartesian coordinate system. Further,

like in the experiment, our black LF is thought to be in equilib-

rium with bulk alkane (cf. Fig. 3). Because of thermodynamic equi-

librium, the chemical potential u in the film is equal to that in

the homogeneous bulk phase, i.e.,

<nb ) (13)

where nfeis the constant value of the density in the homogeneous

bulk phase. For film densities n different from n b but such that

fl » (n - nb) « 1/ the first term on rhs of Eq.(9) can

be expanded:

(14)

nb



Combination of Eqs. (9), (13), and (14) while keeping only terns

of order n yields

- 0* > n = 0 . 115)

Here

The parameter 0 is related to the competitive mechanisms leading

to an inhomogeneous profile of the order parameter: the

direct correlation C (r) between different (neighbouring) points

tends to increase the order, and the change in internal
3 vo

energy due to the variations of n (-r-;r~ > positive partial com-

pressibility) ?s unfavourable for an increase of order.

The length 0~ measures then an effective range of direct cor-

relations as compared to the increase of internal energy due to

the variations of n-

Eq. (15) represents the "asymptotic" form of Eq. (9), i.e., it
Aft r\ *

holds for regions in which i) n is close to nfe, and ii) •g^'igb^ '
.2 A

<< |=—* n!»A(n). For symmetry reasons the latter condition is
dz

always satisfied in the center of a symmetric film independently

of It» thickness. So there the validity of Eq. (15) is only re-

stricted by condition i) or, equivalently, to the treatment of

films with small overlap of the interfacial inhomogenitles. This

limitation for its part then guarantees Eq. (15) to hold also

further away from the film center.
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We note that for our purpose it suffices to model well the order

parameter in and close to the film center where it depends most

sensitively on the filn thickness

Finally we comme» t that Eq. (15) is identical to the basic equa

tion employed ad hoc by S.Marcelja and N.Radio in their phenome-

nological theory on the repulsion of interfaces due to boundary

water. This is not surprising because of the similarity of the two

problems. Here we started out from a strict molecular formulation of the

problem and arrived at Eq. (15) after a series of approximations each

of which was justified individually on physics grounds.

Tne general solution of Eq. (15) writes

n (z) = B * cosh (0z) (17)

where B is fixed by the boundary conditions either as

3 = n(0) = np - nb , (18a)

with n_, being the actual value of the order parameter in the film

center, or as

2 * ns /cosh (0h/2>, (18b)

where n is the order parameter at the film surface, n need not
s s

correspond to the real density prevailing at the film surface;

it rathsr leads to the correct "asymptotic" solution close to the

film center. As already mentioned the exact density profile or

the interfacial forces close to the surface, respectively, are

irrelevant for the aspect of repulsion since they contribute to
i

the surface tension which is going to be defined in part II.
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Having established the order parameter profile ( Eqs.(17), (1$) ),

in principle we could quantify the stdte of stress due to the repulsion

< Eq.(ii) ) if we knew the values of the quantities 8 and ft(0) or

ri , respectively. Lacking a microscopic theory for calculating these

quantities we have to look for some other means to fix them. One

could for example fit the mid film order parameter profile as a

1 fi
function of thickness as calculated by Gruen . Vet, we would feel

uneasy in fitting a theory to still another one. Therefore we rather

regress to the macroscopic experiment discussed in Section II. Por

29that we introduce first the notion "disjoining pressure" .

In the film,the intermolecular forces acting on an element of

volume within the film are different from those acting on an element

of identical volume situated in the interior of the bulk phase and

far away from a surface of discontinuity. Further, in the thin film»

the two surfaces are so close to each other that no part of the

thin film is out of range of the surface forces. Hence the properties

of thin films are described in terms of a stress tensor ( cf. Eq.(1l) )

It has, however, become customary in the literature to discuss the

properties of thin films in terms of the disjoining pressure. In

mechanical equilibrium, the disjoining pressure is defined as being

the difference between the pressure in the external phase, p w and

the pressure p_ in the bulk phase forming the film, i.e., in th«

meniscus ( cf. Fig.3 ). For equilibrium thickness, studied by Andrews

et al. , the repulsive force nearly compensates the attractive for-

ces of electrical and van der Waals origin; the total disjoining

pressure is negligibly small. Thus the pressure difference arising
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exclusively in the hydrocarbon part of the film system is equal to

the steric repulsion force per unit area, F . measured by Haydon

and collaborators" .

In order to derive F within our theory we note that the force
-» s

arising from 3 in Eqs.CM) and (12) when employing the solution f[

of Eq.{17),derives from a potential, i.e.,

3't.ir) = V<Mr) (19a)

with

1/2 A3
2Ci(r>)2 • const. (19b)

The pressure distribution p(r)in the film system ( film plus menis

cus ) follows from the condition of mechanical equilibrium

í(r>) - 0 . (20)

In equilibrium, integration of this equation parallel to the film

surface ( Fig.3 ) leads to

-p(r) • <Mr> • -p2 (21)

where r is an arbitrary point in the film and p, is the pressure In

the isotropic bulk of the meniscus where *• 0.
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The Laplace law ,

!Jn«(-p(r)"i • 't(r))-nj! = 0 , (22)

with n being the normal to the film surface arid Tj ...?' indicating

the jump across the surface of the quantity in between brackets,

relates the surface pressure pfx,y, /_) of the film to the pressure'

P1 in the external phase:

p., * p(x,y,h/2) - nzz(x,y,
n/2) = p(r) - ^ ( r " ) . (23)

Combination of Eqs.(21) and (23) yields the disjoining pressure

P, - P 2 » 'f'(r) - n z z(r», (24)

r in the film phase, or explicitly

2

Pc * p. - p. = l^l ~ - ~A62f>2(0) . (25)
s 1 z 2 scosh/(6h/2) *

In order to arrive at Eq.(25), the relations (12b), (17), (18), and

(19b) have been employed.

We note: the repulsive force Fg vanishes for Bh • «; then the

overlap of the adjacent interfacial layers is not sufficient as to

establish in the film center an orientational order of the chain

segments at least slightly superior to that in the isotropic bulk
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phas-i. Also, ihs repulsive force increases with decreasing film

thickness liKe the second power of the order parameter in the center

of the film.

rhe parameters fig and fl of £q.(25) can be fixed by fitting the
O A

experimental curve F(b) measured by Haydon and coworkers a» dis-

cussed in Section II. The result of the fit is shown in Pig.(4)

where in view of the experimental uncertainty due to both the

measurement and to the inherent interpretation { cf. Eq. (3) ), and

accounting for the fact that hare we are only interested in orders

of magnitude, we have kept ft constant. Consistently with this

assumption we have fitted best the "large" h regime of Fig.(4); there

the n - dependence is mainly due to the cosh terra in Eq.(25). The

fit yields i/2hô
2n^ « 1.29M08N mm""2 and B * 4.55 nm"1.

we nota that our assumption of n_ being independent of film thickness

amount* to postulating n(0) * cosh"X(6h/2). Prom Gruen's18 calculation,

however, we deduce that n(0) increases «ore slowly than cosh** (0h/2)

with decreasing film thickness. In view of Fig. 4, a weaker dep«n-

dence of n(0) on h for small thicknesses would improve the theory.

¥cst w<3 arc not sure whether our perturbational treatment (with the

homogeneous phase as ground state)and the corresponding cut off in the

perturbation expansions would «till be valid.

In part II of this paper we will employ the repulsive model developed

here to study the stability of black LF against hydrodynamic fluctua-

tions.
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IV. CONCLUSION

The principal purpose of this article was to develop a macroscopic

model o£ the steric repulsion in black lipid films in equilibrium

with bulk solution. Por that vo first recalled tv?o key experiments

together with their interpretations in order tc familiarize the

reader with the specific problem: The macroscopic experiment quanti-

fied the term "repulsion" by measuring the repulsive force as a

ft notion of film thickness; the microscopic roar- experiment and its

theoretical interpretation linked the term "repulsion" to the

order prevailing along individual lipid chains or, more exactly,

to the order profile across the film, i.e. to the average orientation

of the hydrocarbon segments as a function of the position in the

film. We then analysed the problem from the point of view of inter-

face physics where an interface represents a non-uniform region

of transition between two different homogeneous bulk phases. In

this picture, the overlap of the adjacent interfaces in the black

film increased the order in the film center thus causing the nutual

repulsion of the two film surfaces.

For the mathematical formulation and exemplification of the theory

it was of basic importance that the order parameter problem could

be mapped onto the problem ofderiving the density profile between

two parallel plane liquid-vapour interfaces of a monomolecular

system. The mapping enabled us to employ the statistical mechanical

formulation of the van der Waals theory of liquid-vapour inter-

faces and to derive a differential equation fixing Asymptotically

the order parameter profile in and close to the film center. The *
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resulting order density profile depended i) on the ratio of the

derivative of the chemical potential with respect to the order

parameter density and the second moment of the two point Ornstein-

Zernike correlation function,and ii) on the order at the film

surface. We treated the two quantities as adjustable parameters

and fixed them by means of the results of the macroscopic experi-

ment in the large film thickness limit.

The order parameter met in this paper is supposed to coincide with

the real order oarameter in a more or less extended domain in the

film center where there is need of a good description of the inter-

facial overlap; it deviates from the real order parameter in the

surface region where the surface tension accounts for the molecular

inhomogenities.

Consistently with the intuitive picture we found that a non-zero

overlap of the interfacial layers was necessary, i.e., the order

in the film center had to be raised over that in the homogeneous

and isotropic bulk phase, in order to generate repulsion.

Further the theory enabled us to calculate theanisotropic state

of stress due to the steric repulsion thus opening the vistas for

our stability analysis in part II of this paper.

Finally, from a more general point of view we have demostrated how

a lipid film represents an excellent example for a liquid in which

a measurable microscopic order links quantitatively to the macro-

scopically measurable disjoining pressure.
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APPENDIX

Here we want to argue how on the basis of the molecular theory

of interfacial phenoroena by Fleming, Yang/ and Gibbs ' an

equation of the form [9] arises.

For that we assume the system to be described by the classical

Hamiltonian of the form

Ho " Hkin * Hint *

where

n (9»r) - 7, h (r-r ) <S (6-0 ) (A.2)

is the microscopic density of bonds ("particles") with orien-

tation 6. U(0#r) is an angular dependent external potential. The

form of H?nt need not be specified. The? only requirement is that

the interaction potential be short ranged. The microscopic par-
A A

ticle density n (r) is related to n (e,r) via

n (r) «= / de n <e,r). (A.3)

The grand partition function for the system is given by
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where Tr^ has the meaning of

S 1 N 1 3 3
íj { H *"""iv • ' d p d r d e . » •

N*o ot*1 h a a a

h is Planck*« constant and 8 = 1/kT, k being Boltzmann'a constant.

M. is the chemical potential, and N is the total number of particles

in the system.

With the dimensionless one-body potential

u O?r) • B <u - U(e.-rn , (A.5)

the particle density n(r) is given as

n(r) * < n(ir)> Q = /de < n (©??)> Q

* /de n(0?r) =/ d© -i-2 f (A.6)

óu<e,-r>

where the subscript "o" implies that the average is performed

with the Hamiltonian (A.D.

The definitions up to now allow us to write the segmentai order

parameter n(r) as defined in Refs.(16-19) in the more explicit

form

n(r) • i / de (3 cos2e-1) n(e-r) / n(r) . (A.7)
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In our problem, the density n(ô;r) displays a simple shape in

each of two limitst Experiment *5'20 and computer modeling '

manifested quasi perfect orientation of the chain segments close

to the interface, and nearly complete disorder in the film center.

Thus near the latter, n<6;r) is an isotropic density with equal

weight for all angular orientations; close to the interface,

n(6;r) is strongly peaked (Fig. A-l), i.e. n<0; (x,y,
h/2)K 5 (©) ?°

Fig. A-i; Segment orientation density

n (e;r) in the film center (a)

and close to the interface (b).

In view of the monotonous behaviour of n(x,y,z) for 0 ^ z < n/

one is tempted to represent n(9;r) in Eq. (A.7) as a super-

position of the densities of Fig. (A-1), i.e.,

n(e/|x,y,z)) • a^z) -n(6; (x,y,h/2)) • a2iz) *n(e; (x,y,0)), (A,8a)

or for the total density

n(r) » a^i) «n{x,y/h/2) • a2(z) «n(x,y,0). (A.8b)

with r * <x,y,z),and a^U) being appropriate functions.



Representation (A.8) has two immediate consequences:

i) the ©-integration in (A.7) can be carried out leaving us

with

n(r) n(x,y,h/2) (A.9)

il) it gives rise to a model of a binary system with spatially

varying number densities n1(r) and n-(r) of "oriented" and

"unoriented particles" in the following sense: We suppose

there exists a Hamiltonian H of a binary system such that

<n(x,y,h/

Tr
cl

(r) , (A.10a)

and

n(x,y,0)>

S2(r)

HereTr c l{... } - J J if
c i N=o N a

are the chemical potential and total number, respectively, of

species i (i * 1,2).
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Then

n1n1 (r) • n2 (x) * n (r) (A.11)

is the total particle density of the binary system which equals

the segment density of the real system <8q. (A.6)). Further» in

terms of the binary system densities the order parameter n(r) of

Eqs. (A.7), (A.9) is given by

n (x) * n1 (r) / n (r>. (A. 12)

i.e. the order parameter is identical to the mole fraction or

concentration, respectively, of species 1.

Thus we have mapped the original problem of determining the density

of an order parameter depending on a spatial coordinate onto the

problem of solving for the density profiles of a binary system.

Henceforth we are therefore able to employ the general theory of

classical nonunifortn mult icomponent systems

In this theory, the Helmholtz free energy, at fixed temperature,

is expressed as the spatial integral of a local free energy density

P « /d3r f (r) (A.13)

where for spatial inhomogenities varying slowly on a scale set by

the range of interactions,

f (r) - U1 <r) n i (r) • lQ (n, (r), n2 (r)) +

\\ (r) • ^n^ (r)
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Here i«1,2 and a summation convention for repeated indices is

implied, n.(r) is the number density of species i at point r.

U<(r) is an external potential as "seen" by species i. f (n*(r),n

is the equilibrium free energy density of a spatially uniform

mixture having density n̂, for species i. fj-ín^nj) is intimately

related to the molecular interaction of species i with species j.

In particular

irT "\ 0 •*
(n1'n2) * IT f d r r Cij (r; n1'n2} (A.15)

where k is 3olt2mann's constant and T is the temperature,

Cj. <r; n^fn2) is the binary Ornstein - Zernike direct correlation

function of species i with species j for a uniform binary mixture

having densities n^. Thus f,. (n^n.) is a direct measure of the

correlation (interaction) of species i and j.

The choice of new variables n{i) and n(r) (Sqs. ÍA.11) and (A.12))

transforms Eg. (A.14) into

f(r) * U^rJ'ntr) + U2(r)-n<r) • (1- r\{r)) •

fo(n(r), n(r)) • fnn(n(r), n(r))•(^n(r))

fnn(n(r), n(r)).vn(r)4n{r)
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with

fnn (Mr), n(r>) * \ n2(r) [f^lnlr), n(r)) * (A.17a)

f22 {H(r), n(r); - 2 £ 1 2 <n(r), n<r))J

f«« <^(r)) = -r. [f,, (n(r>, n(r))* M (r)

.<i - n(r))2 * (A.T7b>

), n(r)) • nir) • (1 - r;(r>)

n(r) • n(r)

), n(r)) • n(r) • O - n(r)) (A.17.C)

f12 (r:(r}, n("r)) • nir) - (1 - 2 n(r,

The differential equations which determine the species densities

are obtained by requiring that the free energy be a minimum subject

to the constraints that for fixed volume

/ n(r) n(r) d3r * / n^r) d3r - N. , (A.16a)

and

n(r) (1 - ntr)) d3r = / n2(r) d
3r « N2 / (A.i8b)

where NA is the total number of molecules of species i.
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Introducing the Lagrange parameters or chemical potentials \i^

(i * 1,2), respectively, leaves us then with the problem to mini-

mize the functional

P • ui H. • / ífih - Hj .n<r) . ntr) -u 2 . n{r) . (1 - n(r))> d
3r (A-19)

with respect to n(r) and n(r).

The common variational procedure yields the equations

n(r) • in (n(r), n(r>) + U(r) - u} =

f (n(r), n(r)> • (vn(r)) •

{n(h, n(r)} • ^2 n(r) • (A.2Oa)

£ „ (n(r), n(r)) • ^n (r) • ?:

' [^f) fnn «^?>' n(?)> " 4 fnn
(7 n(r))2 • f (n(r), n(r))- $ 2 n(r)

and

f <n(r), n(r)) • n(r) - 0(r) * 02(r)

n(r))2 • fnfJ (n(r), n|r)> • ^2 n(r) <A.20b)

f fnn ( ^ ^ ^^ ^^
2 •

with y • Ui - y2' w(n(r), n(r))

)

n{r)> - y2(n(r), n(r))/

- U2(r), and âf(n(r), n(r)) « <y (n(r), n(r)) - v)«n(r)

- u 2>.
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Sqs. (A.20) describe completely an inhotnogeneous two component system

that displays concentration and density variations across the (liquid-

liquid ) interface. Thus in general the system cannot be described by a

single differential equation only as assumed in this paper ( Eq.(9) >

and a» often practiced in literature.

Within the framework of the theory it is possible» however, to modi-

fy the external potentials such that n(r) is constant everywhere.

Then £q.(A.20a) transforms into

{ u(n(r), n(r)) * U(r) - w } -

~ f (n(r), n<r))M$Mr))2 • 2f < M r ) , n(r)) « ^

and Eq. (A.20b) provides the condition

n(r>«U(r)* u,(r) = -Af(Mr), n(r)) • [ — ~ — f (n(r), n(r)> -
2 Sn(r) n n

T nn , n(r) > ̂ % ( r ) . (A.22)
3n(r) n n n n

If upon solving Eq.(2i) for n<r) and substituting into Eq.(22) we

find U.(r) and U2(r) to assume more or less the unmodified values of the

external potentials for all r, then we can say that n(r) taken to

be a solution of £g.(A,21) and n(r) * const, is an accurate approxi-

mate solution of the system (A.20) for U, * U, c U +.

Por our system and for our purpose, there «xist good arguments for
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Eq.(A.21) or Eq.(9), respectively/ to provide a good description.

Firstly, in microscopic theories constant segment concentration, i.e.,

9 17n(r) = const, is? generally assumed'' . Secondly, in his self-

18

consistent mean field theory, Gruen calculates the volume weight-

ed "amount of material" to vary at maximum by 2% from its mean

across the LF. Thirdly, as reported already in Section II, the film

center provides quasi the conditions of a homogeneous bulk alkane

solution. So "asymptotically" U.(0) = u u.( rendering the solution

n(r> of 5q.(A.2i) an exact solution. Furthermore, Eq.(A.2D holds at

all space points r for which ?n(r) and $ n(r) are sufficiently

small.

In concluding wo note that Eq.(A.2i) displays the general form of

the corresponding equation of a one-component liquid-vapour system.

This fact is used by starting out from Eq,<6) for the free energy

density in the principal part of this paper.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1:

Stcric repulsive force Pg per unit area of lipid film surface

versus film thickness as measured by Andrews, Manev and Haydon

for.

Fig. 2:

Comparison of experimental (black dots) and theoretical

(open circles connected by solid line) deuterium order parameter

S_ as a function of carbon atom label (upper abscissa) for one

half of a lipid bilayer membrane. Also shown is the order parameter

as a function of position in the lipid bilayer (lower abscissa,

screen dotted stripe).

Fig. 3t

Schematic film set up. The film in the interior of the chamber

is in equilibrium with its meniscus, i.e., with the bulk phase

of the film forming material. The isotropic pressure p2 in this

phase differs in general from the pressure p1 in the "gas" phase.

28
This difference is called disjoining pressure .

Fig. 4;

Comparison of the thickness dependence of experimental (dots) and

theoretical (solid line) steric disjoining pressure Fa. The theo-

retical curve was calculated from Eq. (25) with & * 4.55 nm and



--Ari - 1.?.? x 10 N nm'*. The theoretical curve derivates from

experiment for small film thickness clue to the assumption of _̂

being constant. In reality H should depend on the film thickness.

Fig

Segment orientation density n(0;r) in the film center (a), and close

tc the in tor fíicr.- (b) .
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